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The updated Commonwealth of Massachusetts commercial building code 8th Edition, officially in
effect as of February 6th, 2011, has the potential to considerably impact project schedules and
budgets. The updated code adds some requirements and shifts the ownership more to the design
side. The combination of these factors is adding time to obtaining occupancy permits.
Elaine Construction's team recently held a "Lessons Learned" to apply thier experience with the city
of Boston, which is, in effect, applying the updated code now to future projects.
The updated code requires that the MEP/FP engineer and architect of record review all closeout
information prior to signing the necessary affidavits for permit sign off and certificate of occupancy.
Previously, this information was not required prior to issuing affidavits. This information includes: 
*HVAC test & balance reports;
*Fire alarm system record of completion by subcontractor;
*Mechanical & electrical subcontractor certificates of completion;
*NFPA 13 subcontractor certification;
*Emergency lighting battery calculations; and
*Cal 133 test reports for both new and reused furniture (in Boston).
 
This requirement could have a significant impact on your projects, especially those with tight
construction schedules and occupancy deadlines. To obtain the occupancy permit, the engineer and
architect of record typically provide final affidavits to the contractor to then submit to municipal
authorities. Under the updated code, the engineer cannot provide these affidavits and submittals
until after the general contractor has performed close out work and provided the information above
to the engineer. This means that a period of 1+ weeks may be required, from what appears to be
"substantial completion" until occupancy, to allow for the required testing, information gathering,
certification and coordination between engineer, contractor and testing agencies. This process is
currently in effect in Boston and recently resulted in the delay of tenant occupancy by several days
on several projects in the Boston area.
In addition, documentation for reused upholstered furniture to meet CAL - 133 flame testing is now
being enforced with more vigor than ever before. Inspectors have the right to return to the space
after occupancy and now require documentation for all upholstered furniture, whether it is new or
not.
Educating your team about this code early on, providing consistent coordination and scheduling are
the best ways to ensure that there are no delays or unwelcomed surprises during the final hours
before move-in.
Elaine will continue to keep you informed and look for ways to help you reach your goals as they
learn more about the application of this updated code.
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